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In two recent papers 2 one of the authors has reported experiments on the influence of thermal lattice vibrations on anomalous absorption of electrons in Si and Ge crystals. It was shown that an increase of crystal temperature leads to an increase of the absorption parameters /u0 and / Uh (see also 3 ) and it was concluded that thermal diffuse scattering is one of the causes of anomalous absorption. Obversations of diffraction contrast in energy selecting microscopes 4-6 led to the same conclusion. This can be understood by the assumption 7 that the interaction potential between electrons and thermal lattice vibrations is peaked around the atomic lattice sites. In the present paper absolute intensity measurements of thermally scattered electrons shall be described which show this fact more directly. Mag. 14,623 [1967] ,
Experiments
The following experimental arrangement was used. A nearly parallel beam of 70 keV electrons enters a platelike perfect Si single crystal (thickness 1200 Ä, preparation see 8 ) which is tilted continuously through the (2, 2, 0) diffraction condition, the tilting axis being parallel to the (2, 2, 0) lattice planes. Accidental reflections are avoided largely by suitable crystal orientation. During the tilt the intensities of the transmitted beam and of the electrons scattered quasielastically (energy losses 3 eV) into some special directions of the background are recorded, the energy analysis being performed by a filter lens 9 .
The directions of observation chosen in the experiments are indicated in the schematic diffraction pattern of Fig. 1 : Besides of the transmitted beam (a) the background intensity has been recorded in directions where the scattered electrons fulfill either the same diffraction condition as the primary beam (b) or the same as the (2, 2, 0) reflected beam (c) or no diffraction condition (d). These directions have been chosen so that none of the weakly excited Bragg reflections enter the slit.
The intensities measured in the cases a) -d) are plotted in Fig. 1 as full lines in units of the incident intensity J0 vs the angle of incidence 0 of the primary beam. In the cases b) and d) results for 500 and 750 °K are given. These indicate an increase of back-ground intensity with temperature as is expected for thermal scattering.
From the asymmetry of the transmission /0oo/A> (curve a) it is seen that absorption is stronger for 0 < OB than for 0 > 0B , 0B being the Bragg glancing angle. This is the wellknown anomalous absorption effect (see e. g. 10 ). The filtered background intensities (directions b and d) show that strong absorption (0<!0B) is accompanied by enhanced thermal scattering and weak absorption by relatively low thermal scattering. In direction c practically no asymmetry is observed in accordance with theory (see below). 
Discussion
A qualitative discussion of the results may be based on the two beam approximation of the dynamical diffraction theory. When the incident electron wave excites only one strong Bragg reflection the wave function within the crystal can be expressed by a superposition of two Bloch waves 1 and 2. The waves have different spatial modulations perpendicular to the reflecting lattice planes. Wave 1 has maxima of current density within the reflecting lattice planes, while the maxima of wave 2 lie between the planes. If inelastic scattering predominantly occurs near the atomic lattice sites, inelastic scattering from wave 1 and hence absorption of wave 1 is stronger than for wave 2. When the direction of the incident beam is varied, the relative intensities of the waves change in the sense that for 0 0B wave 1 is predominantly excited and the reverse is true for 0 > 0B . Therefore the absorption of the total wavefield is stronger for 0 <C 0B than for 0 !> 0B , as is observed in Fig. 1 a. From Fig. 1 b and 1 d it is seen that thermal scattering is strong for 0 <C 0B where wave 1 prevails and weaker for 0 > 0B . Thus it is concluded that the major part of the observed background intensity originates from Bloch wave 1, the current density of which has maxima within the lattice planes. This shows that thermal scattering occurs near the atomic lattice sites.
For a more rigorous interpretation of the results, Bragg reflection of the thermally scattered electrons, i. e. the effect of Kikuchi lines and bands, has to be taken into account. During the tilt the lines and bands move across the diffraction pattern. Especially in cases b and c one of the (2, 2, 0) band edges passes the slit when the (2, 2, 0) reflection is excited and therefore the asymmetry of curve b is enhanced in comparison to curve d (where no band-effect is expected), while in case c the asymmetry vanishes.
Calculations of the intensities have been carried out for the systematic four beam case using theoretical formulae of GJONNES u . The equations however have been modified by suitable absorption terms, to take account of normal and anomalous absorption. The absorption parameters ju0 and / Uh were taken from 2 . The scattering factors (f(s -g) f(s -h)} occurring in the equations have been calculated from the Einstein model (see 12 ) and oscillating intensity terms have been omitted for simplicity. The results are plotted in Fig. 1 as dashed lines. It is seen that the order of magnitude as well as the qualitative shape of the theoretical intensity curves is in agreement with the experiments. The remaining discrepancies are probably due to the use of the Einstein model.
